The ANC: stuck in the 1960s, disconnected from the youth
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Minority shareholders take
Acsa exit battle to court

GHANAIAN businessman Sam Jonah and other
minority shareholders have taken Airports
Company of SA (Acsa) to court, for oppressive
conduct under the Companies Act, after their
attempts to negotiate a fair exit from the company
failed. The case will put the spotlight on the
government s attitude to private investors in stateowned companies and the risks that can arise due
to policy uncertainty and poor governance. Page 2

Visa rules hit Cape conventions
THE ill-conceived visa regulations had hit the
Cape Town International Convention Centre s
performance in the 2014-15 financial year hard,
the centre said yesterday. Page 2

Call for deeper Phiyega probe
CONCERNS that national police commissioner
Riah Phiyega may keep her job have triggered
calls for the expansion of the terms of reference of
the inquiry into her fitness to hold office. Page 3

China angry over US destroyer
THE US Navy sent a guided missile destroyer
close to China s man-made islands in the South
China Sea yesterday, drawing an angry rebuke
from Beijing, which followed the vessel. Page 4

Lewis to refund total of R67m
AMID mounting pressure to root out bad credit
practices, retailer Lewis Group said it would
refund R67.1m to customers for mistakenly
selling them unemployment insurance. Page 5

Vetyeka returns for eliminator
JUST when boxing followers were questioning the
whereabouts of Simpiwe V12 Vetyeka, he
announced he would fight Colombian Rodolfo
Puente in East London in November. Page 18

Sexwale’s backing from Africa
TOKYO Sexwale s five nominations came from
Africa, the Fifa presidential candidate said
yesterday. He said he had received more than the
necessary nominations by Monday. Back Page
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Negotiations on how to ensure that universities
adapt to changes in society are long overdue,
writes Steven Friedman
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Red wave EFF march seen as exercise
to keep the party s brand alive Page 3

Agriculture adds jobs, mining
steady despite overall rate rise
NTSAKISI MASWANGANYI
Economics Writer

THE mining sector has surprisingly not recorded job losses in
the third quarter, despite mining
companies reporting jobs cuts
over the period, according to
unemployment figures released
by Statistics SA yesterday.
The agriculture sector also
unexpectedly added a significant
number of jobs even after a
severe drought earlier this year
sharply curbed output.
But despite these positive
indicators, unemployment still
rose from 25% to 25.5% in the
third quarter
indicating that
5.4-million people looking for
work were unable to find any, the
quarterly labour force survey

More people
actively
looked for work
in the quarter
showed yesterday.
Unemployment rose because
even though jobs were created by
some sectors, others shed jobs
while more people actively
looked for work, which qualified
them being counted in the
official unemployment rate.
Mining
jobs
remained
unchanged at 446,000 despite
several companies, such as Lonmin and Amplats, having
announced thousands of job cuts
amid weak demand and low
global commodity prices.
Stats SA noted that mining
was a very clustered industry
and might not have been adequately captured . The job losses
could be reflected when the
fourth quarter unemployment
data were released.
Agriculture added 211,000
jobs between the third quarter of
last year and the third quarter of
this year (year on year), and
28,000 jobs between the second

quarter of this year and the third
quarter of this year (quarter on
quarter). Stats SA attributed the
quarterly increase to farmers
needing more workers to harvest
produce and prepare fields for
planting.
But some agriculture industry players said the numbers
came as a surprise. Given the
drought that has caused decreases in the output of crops like
maize, sunflower and soybeans,
we would have expected a
decreasing trend in jobs, said
Grain SA economist Wandile
Sihlobo. A severe drought saw
agricultural output fall sharply in
the second quarter.
Another surprising element
was that despite weak economic
growth and low consumer confidence, more people actively
looked for work in the quarter.
The number of discouraged
work seekers, or people that have
given up actively looking for
work, dropped sharply by
200,000 to 2.2-million in the
third quarter.
Sometimes industries continue to bring people into
employment to ensure there is
productivity even when the economy does not grow, Stats SA
deputy director-general for population and social statistics
Kefiloe Masiteng said.
It was no surprise that trade,
construction and services added
jobs. Trade and services tend to
be busiest during the festive season. The job increases in construction can partly be explained
by companies expanding or
global firms building regional
hubs in the country.
The expanded unemployment, which takes into account
people that have given up looking for work, fell slightly but
remained high at 34.4% indicating that 8.3-million people are
without jobs.
Youth unemployment remained shockingly high at 62% but
was lowest among graduates.
maswanganyin@bdfm.co.za

Economic Freedom Fighters leader Julius Malema leads a march for economic freedom to
the South African Reserve Bank in Johannesburg yesterday. Picture: PUXLEY MAKGATHO

MTN joins in fight
against Vodacom
FRANNY RABKIN
Law and Constitution Writer

MTN has gone to court in an
attempt to stop its main competitor, Vodacom from getting a
competitive edge in its proposed
merger with Neotel.
The merger, if it is allowed to
go ahead, will give Vodacom
access to much sought-after
radio spectrum, which MTN says
will enable its rival to provide
super-fast 4G data downloads. If
MTN were to win its case, it could
be a spanner in the works.
MTN said in its court papers
that the transfer of control of
Neotel s licences to Vodacom
an essential part of the merger
would irreparably harm com-

petition in the mobile market,
and therefore the interests of
consumers .
Similar court action has been
taken by Cell C, Dimension Data
and Telkom, and all four review
applications will be heard together next month.
The Competition Commission took more than a year to
recommend the approval of the
merger, with conditions, and the
Competition Tribunal is still to
hold public hearings on it.
The Independent Communications Authority of SA (Icasa)
also gave its approval also subject to proposed conditions, most

Continued on page 2
MTN falls further: page 5

SA slips in key ranking despite progress
NTSAKISI MASWANGANYI

SA HAS fallen four places to 73 out of 189
countries surveyed in the World Bank s 2016
Doing Business Report released last night.
This was not an indication that SA was
not progressing in making it easier for
companies to do business, but rather that
other countries were implementing reforms
quicker, private sector development specialist at the bank Frederic Meunier said.
The report is compiled from several indicators such as starting a business, access to
electricity, and paying taxes, and from consultations with industry players.
SA does well in areas such as resolving
insolvencies and paying taxes. It takes an

entrepreneur in SA less time to file all necessary taxes than it does in most other countries, making it one of the top performers on
the paying taxes indicator, according to the
report.
This backs comments by the South
African Revenue Service that it has been
improving its process to make it easier for
businesses to file taxes.
SA does poorly and needs to improve on
dealing with construction permits, getting
electricity, enforcing contracts, registering
property and trading across borders.
For example, on the new registering
property index, the reliability, transparency
and geographic coverage of land administration system is still far from the
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standards set in high-income economies,
the report said.
SA was one of the economies in which it
took the longest time to get a new electricity
connection. It took 226 days.
The sub-Saharan regional average was
130 days.
Border compliance in SA was considered
very time-consuming, taking 144 hours to
comply with border procedures on the
import side compared to 87 hours on
average at the global level.
In sub-Saharan Africa, Botswana overtook SA in third place on doing business
while Mauritius and Rwanda maintained
their first and second positions.
Singapore took first position globally.
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